
In-Store
1. Eagle Harbor Annual Storewide Sale,
Thursday, November 29th, 9–9, 20% off
everything in the store — UPSTAIRS, and
DOWNSTAIRS in our Used Book Annex.

2. 15% off Coupon Buy ANY three books
from the enclosed Holiday Books Guide
and receive a 15% off coupon to use on
your entire next purchase! Thanksgiving
through December 31, 2012. (Limit $100.)

3. Eagle Dozen Discount every day/every
book. (Not to be combined with any other
offer.) 

Online
4. Web Mondays 20% off all books bought
on our website. Choose a gift wrap, 
add a personalized note 
and ship! Or, pick up 
at the store. December 
3rd, 10th, and 17th.

Ways To Save 
BIG at Eagle
Harbor Books 
This Holiday
Season

When America First Met China: An Exotic History of Tea, 
Drugs, and Money in the Age of Sail by Eric Jay Dolin (Liveright)
When the United States was recovering from the War for Independence, trade was the
answer and China was where the money lay. The U.S. had ginseng, furs, silver, and san-
dalwood; China had porcelain ware, silk, and tea, to which the new country was addicted.
China was a sophisticated country of 300 million people with a rich history of discovery
and invention. The U.S. was an agrarian society of two million. The voyage between them
was long and dangerous, and there was no shortage of competition. This entertaining
book follows the adventures of the brave people who set sail, first in small slow boats and
later in the swift clippers. It is a highly informative and well written look at how the first
millionaires made their fortunes. ~ Rodie

The Orchardist by Amanda Coplin (Harper) 
In 1857 a widowed mother takes her two young children and sets out from Oregon in
search of a new life. They crest the last mountain and behold the beauty of the valley
below them: Wenatchee, Washington, a wide, forested land with fertile soil. There they
homestead, their only human contact a group of wild horse wranglers made up mostly of
Nez Perce Indians. Years pass and the boy, Talmadge, takes over the farm. When two
stealthy and pregnant girls appear out of nowhere, Talmadge takes them in as his own
children. It soon becomes apparent that they escaped from a whorehouse whose owner is
on a mission to hunt them down. This compelling and satisfying novel is a story of both
man and nature and their capacities for survival, cultivation and growth. ~ Janis

Short Nights of the Shadow Catcher: the Epic Life and Immortal
Photographs of Edward Curtisby Timothy Egan (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt) 
Egan has done it again: taken a time and place in history and unlocked new insights and
revelations from material we thought we already knew. He takes us to those early, hurly
burly days in Seattle when Edward Curtis, a
hard-strapped young man, follows his dream to
become a prominent and brilliant photogra-
pher. Through Egan’s lucid, beautiful prose,
we watch as Curtis hits the pinnacle, sought by
presidents and millionaires, and as he takes off
on a project that will ultimately consume and
destroy him—photographing and describing in
writing and early recording the languages, cul-
tures, and customs of Native Americans across
the continent. And yet this project will leave a
vast legacy that has enriched both Native
Americans and our current nation to this day.
Bravo to Egan for bringing this story into the
light! ~ Victoria

Lots more staff 
recommendations inside!
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Fauna and Family: An Adventure of the Durrell
Family on Corfu by Gerald Durrell (David R. Godine)  
For those of us who loved Gerald Durrell’s memoir, My Family and
Other Animals, this is the last of what might be called the Corfu
Trilogy. The book recounts the Durrells’ escape to the Greek island
to avoid yet another British winter, and it is delightful. Larry is still
wonderfully insufferable. Mother is still harried, put upon and
somewhat dotty. Brother Leslie is still ready to shoot at anything
that moves. Margo is still self absorbed and Gerry, the youngest, is
still curious, still adventurous, and still gathering birds and beasts for
his menagerie. This is a refreshing and joyful story, and the chapter
describing the various guests at a birthday banquet is in itself more
than worth the price of the book ~ Ann

How to Be a Woman by Caitlin Moran (Harper Perennial) 
Moran is not afraid to use the “F” word. In fact, she urges her read-
ers to stand on a chair and proudly yell, “I am a Feminist!” With
humor, insight and compassion, Moran takes on everything from
bikini waxes to body image to motherhood and politics. I found her
take on feminism empowering, refreshing, and a much needed
reminder. Even if you don’t agree with all her views, this book will
have you laughing and thinking about what it means to be a woman
in today’s society. ~ Kristy

Then Again by Diane Keaton (Random House)
Diane Keaton is someone I’ve always enjoyed on screen, so I was
pretty sure I would enjoy her memoir—and I was right. Her wit and
humor come through brilliantly in her writing. This is more than just
the autobiography of an actress—it’s a touching tribute to the
author’s mother, whom she adored, and a very real American story
most people can identify with. Keaton’s warm authenticity comes
through on every page—just what I was hoping for! ~ Kathie

Creole Belle by James Lee Burke (Simon & Schuster)
If I had to choose three phrases to describe Burke’s mysteries,
(besides riveting, laugh-out-loud funny, and highly addictive) I
would pick intelligent, insightful, and vividly atmospheric. This one,
the latest in Burke’s Dave Robicheaux series, includes, as always, a
cast of edgy, psychologically complex characters in a superlative
thriller set in New Orleans and the bayous of Louisiana.
Robicheaux—a wily and charming Cajun detective—and his part-
ner, super-tough Clete, go after an unsavory lot involved in murder,
drugs, prostitution, vice and corruption. An edge-of-your-seat
drama rich in historical detail and evocative, seductive prose, this is
another gem from a master storyteller. I promise you won’t be
bored! ~ Rodie

The Revised Fundamentals of Caregiving 
by Jonathan Evison (Algonquin) 
If you read just one novel during the holiday season, let it be this
one. Ben Benjamin is a middle aged man who has lost every-
thing. In an effort to reinvent himself and, more importantly, to
redeem himself, he takes on the role of caregiver to a demand-
ing nineteen-year-old boy with Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
Evison proves to be a magnificent storyteller as he balances the
details of Ben’s tragic past with hilarious dialogue and profound
moments of insight in this big-hearted, soul-searching and
redemptive novel. This is the feel-good book of the year. ~ Kristy

Real Snacks: Make Your Favorite Childhood
Treats Without All the Junk by Lara Ferroni (Sasquatch)
I first began to experiment with making homemade junk food with
a Cheez-its recipe I found on Pinterest. This cookbook has a great
collection of sweet and savory recipes for snacks you loved as a kid,
but are hesitant to eat as an adult. I would definitely recommend
trying the chocolate snack cakes and cheddar crackers. They are
delicious! ~ Ellyn

A Town Like Alice by Nevil Shute (Vintage)
I relished this classic page-turning novel from 1950, which takes place
in the jungles of Malaya during World War II, and in London and the
outback of Queensland Australia thereafter. A tale of endurance and
triumph over adversity, wrapped around a story of love, it features
plucky protagonist Jean Paget, strong and resourceful and possessing
true grit, who survives a forced march at the hands of Japanese that
evolves into an odyssey lasting well into the post-War years. Shute has
an engaging storytelling style that vividly brings to life the various land-
scapes and subtly conveys the motivations of the characters who inhab-
it them. This novel moves along at a satisfying clip and is a most
rewarding experience. ~ John 

A Question of Identity: A Simon Serrailler
Mystery by Susan Hill (Overlook Press) 
A serial killer is targeting the residents of a senior housing project.
His “signature” is distinctive, but his identity baffles DCI Simon
Serrailler and his team. All attempts at DNA identification and
crime scene analysis hit dead ends. A workman in the housing proj-
ect had been acquitted of an earlier series of murders on a legal
technicality and was given a new identity. His retraining as an elec-
trician and plumber has been particularly handy for stalking his
elderly targets. This seventh in Man Booker Prize nominee Hill’s
highly successful series is a tricky case for her talented DCI. It’s
filled with twists and turns and, of course, romantic complexities
and just the right touch of darkness Hill’s fans love. ~ Susan, leader
of the Eagle Harbor Reader’s Circle and our Mystery Book Group

Caleb’s Crossing by Geraldine Brooks (Penguin) 
This novel based on fact is about Caleb—the first Native American
to graduate from Harvard—as related in a diary by a dauntless
young woman, Bethia, daughter of a Puritan missionary. As chil-
dren, Bethia and Caleb explore the natural world while comparing
their differing cultures. Caleb soon acquires an intense interest in
education, while Bethia’s story parallels Caleb’s as she experiences
the prejudices against her gender and place in the world. Through
their search, each comes to a faith beautifully interwoven with the
power of mystical native belief and Christian doctrine. This book
teaches us a humble lesson in the modern world. Brooks (March,
Year of Wonders) has written a well-researched coming-of-age
novel, and I found myself awed by the strict religious regimen and
perseverance as a way of life at that point in history. ~ Julie

Food in Jars: Preserving in 
Small Batches Year-Round
by Marisa McClellan (Running Press) 
There is nothing more satisfying for me than a shelf full of home-
made jam, ready to provide the wonderful taste of summer in the
cold, dark winter. And even if you are a canning novice,
McClellan’s clear instructions for small batches of jam and pickles
will bring you closer to that same feeling of satisfaction. These are
not the usual jam recipes—some of our favorites include Mixed
Stone Fruit Jam and Spiced Plum Jam. But there are so many more
I want to try, I might need another shelf! ~ Alison

A Wanted Man: A Jack Reacher Novel
by Lee Child (Delacorte) 
Lee Child delivers again in his 17th thriller starring Jack Reacher,
the mysterious man with no home. Reacher is hitchhiking (again)
and is picked up by two men who might turn out to be murderers
or perhaps something else entirely. The twists and turns of the plot,
from the slow but steady build up to the slam bang finish, make this
a true thriller! ~ Alison

More Staff Holiday Picks on page 3!

HOLIDAY PICKS FROM OUR STAFF



A Strange Place to Call Home: 
The World’s Most Dangerous Habitats 
& the Animals That Call Them Home
by Marilyn Singer, illustrated by Ed Young
(Chronicle)
This collection of poetry is simply stunning! I think chil-
dren will be fascinated by the blind cave fish in the dark-
est of waters, the mountain goats in the highest peaks, and
other interesting creatures in their habitats. The mysteri-
ously beautiful illustrations by Caldecott Medalist 
Ed Young will amaze young readers, and the book as a
whole could serve as a wonderful introduction to poetry.
Ages 4-8. ~ Kathie

Andrew Henry’s Meadow
by Doris Burn (Philomel) 
In this busy holiday season, we all need to take a break
from time to time. Here is just the book to take you away,
back to when things were simple and uncomplicated and
the solution to any problem was just over there… in
Andrew Henry’s meadow. Ages 6-9. ~  Alison

Tiger Lily by Jodi Lynn Anderson (Harper Teen) 
Going back to the tale of Peter Pan holds wonderful mem-
ories. However, this beautifully written account, narrated
by Tinker Bell, goes to a beginning we don’t hear about in
the Disney version—the story of how Peter Pan and Tiger
Lily met and fell in love. Teens will love this exciting,
romantic, tragic, and truly enchanting love story that takes
you away just as though you were a little child—only a lit-
tle different this time. Ages 13 & up. ~ Kathie 

Uglies: Uglies Trilogy #1
by Scott Westerfeld (Simon Pulse)
Set in a dystopian town named Uglyville where twelve-
through thirteen-year-olds live before their operation to
become Pretty, this novel features Tally, who meets anoth-
er young ugly called Shay, whose disappearance leads to
trouble. In a race to find Shay before the date of her Pretty
operation, Tally tackles wild terrain, uncivilized savages,
and learns the secret behind being a Pretty. This is a very
interesting and exciting take on the dystopian thriller genre.
I particularly loved this series because it focuses more on
the effects of tyrannical leadership in society, and less on
the romantic relationship of the main character. This is a
fantastic series for teens and adults! Ages 12-17 ~ Ellyn

Shadow and Bone: Grisha Trilogy #1
by Leigh Bardugo (Henry Holt)
In this science fiction adventure orphan Alina Starkov is
separated from her only friend, Mal, by the mysterious
Darkling after unknowingly exposing herself as a magical
being. The Darkling deposits her among the magical elite
where they discover that she is the Sun Summoner, the
only person who can destroy the monsters living in the
Fold. I am a fan of this novel because the main character
is a strong, courageous, and intelligent young woman.
There are twists and turns throughout that really caught
my interest and kept me reading. I could not put it down
and I cannot wait for the sequel! Ages 12-17 ~ Ellyn

Variant by Robison Wells (Harper Teen)
This is a super exciting science fiction novel that has the
best twist! Benson Fisher has jumped from one foster
home to the next for years. He applies to Maxfield
Academy hoping to find a permanent home where he can
focus on his future. His dreams are broken when he realizes that Maxfield
Academy is really a prison lacking adult supervision and traditional education.
There is no one in this school he can trust and everyone has a secret. This is an
awesome book, perfect for readers looking to escape the dystopian genre but want-
ing to avoid a typical high school story. Ages 13 & up. ~ Ellyn

The 6.5 Practices of Moderately Successful Poets: 
A Self-Help Memoir by Jeffrey Skinner (Sarabande Books) 
“Revision is the process a poem endures to become its best self.”
Skinner’s grab-bag of wisdom for poets with various levels of experience
has a conversational tone and helpful, encouraging advice on large-pic-
ture issues—including MFA programs, “po-biz”, and how to cultivate dis-
cipline and a healthy view toward one’s poetry—as well as the finer points
involved in the life of poetry. I appreciate the way he candidly inter-
weaves his life experiences, including his divorce and his past career as a
private eye, using them to illuminate the poetry writing process. I marked

numerous passages that shed light on my life as a poet and poetry teacher: “Revision is the
process poets endure to become their best poems.” ~ John

The Sense of an Ending by Julian Barnes (Vintage) 
This compact novel packs a powerful punch. Narrator Tony Webster, a
shallow and cautious man in his 60s, recalls the camaraderie of four school-
boys in a British prep school. Tony’s first love affair, with the uptight
Veronica, ends badly and later Veronica becomes involved with one of the
boys, Adrian. Tony dismisses them along with his childhood and his life
moves on. When a mysterious bequest comes from Veronica’s deceased
mother, he is compelled to renew his acquaintance with Veronica. She
forces him to look at what happened in his early years, and face his cruelty
and its consequences. Barnes has created a puzzle of prose in which every
piece fits perfectly and the complete image is not revealed until the last
passages. It demands to be read again. Highly thought provoking, it would
be a great choice for book groups. ~ Jane

Destiny of the Republic: A Tale of Madness, Medicine,
and the Murder of a President by Candice Millard (Anchor)
We know all about Lincoln’s assassination and John Wilkes Booth. But the
particulars of James Garfield’s untimely death are not generally
known. Millard describes the incident: the attack by a madman with delusions
of grandeur, the intended convalescence hovered over by a physician unwill-
ing to seek or accept advice, and the fact that Garfield’s care was in the hands
of a medical community blasé about Joseph Lister’s rules concerning cleanli-
ness and sterility when treating wounds. Millard recounts this tragic event with
meticulous detail and leaves the reader angry at the idiocy of stubborn and

power hungry people, and with a true regret at what might have been, for Garfield was an excep-
tional president and could have been one of the greats. ~ Ann

Closer to the Ground: An Outdoor Family’s Year 
on the Water, in the Woods, and at the Table
by Dylan Tomine (Pagagonia Books) 
Bainbridge writer Dylan Tomine gets his hands dirty, but his mind cleared
and life focused in this impassioned yet charming memoir about a year
teaching his two young children to live close to the glorious riches of our
delicate planet. Tomine’s family of four experience wisdom, heartache, and
great joy as they plant, forage, and play in their garden, in the woods, and
on the beaches and waters of Puget Sound. His deft writing makes even
chapters on firewood poetic! Tomine’s generous love and respect for the
natural world, whether out on his boat fishing or at home making mouth-

watering meals, exemplifies a deep understanding of what stewardship of our planet should be,
and has me wistful for a do-over of my own kids’ younger days! ~ Victoria

A Discovery of Witches: All Souls Trilogy #1 
by Deborah Harkness (Penguin) 
This novel tells of a bewitched book of alchemy found on the shelves of an
Oxford library and the creatures who have been searching for it for millen-
nia. The finder, Diana, a historian and witch, sends it back to the stacks, but
not before vampires, daemons, and other witches feel the call and surround
her in the library. Protected by Matthew, a vampire, Diana finds herself
attracted to him, something that is not just unseemly but outright illegal in
the ancient law. One of the most entertaining books I’ve read in a long time,
A Discovery of Witches takes place in today’s world and is filled with science
and juicy tidbits about the most famous people in history. ~ René

Don’t miss Staff Picks New in Paperback on page 13!

HOLIDAY PICKS FROM OUR STAFF Staff Picks for Kids



Kobo eReaders for 
Holiday Giving!
With Kobo’s new line of readers, you can give the gift of eReading while
supporting your local independent bookstore. We have several models
available. Come in and take a look at our demo units, and talk to our staff
to see which is right for you. Buy books straight from your device, and
know each purchase supports Eagle Harbor Books. Kobo readers are
compatible with books purchased in most other stores (Amazon exclud-
ed), so you have the flexibility to build on your existing library. Don’t miss
our Kobo Q&A event on November 18th for more in-depth information!

Out of Print T-shirts 
with classic book covers

Elegant inlaid
wooden boxes

And don’t forget… calendars, book lights, blank books, cool reading glasses, and much more!

Inventive kitchen tools

Paper suncatchers—
origami for your window!

Bookmarks that 
make a statement

Australian 
soaps & lotions

Colorful fair trade 
purses & bracelets

Cool jigsaw
puzzles

Gifts Beyond Books
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Goldberg Variations
If you can imagine King Lear as a comedy, you’ll love Susan 
Isaacs’s witty and deeply moving tale of family dysfunction, 
Goldberg Variations ($26, Scribner, 978-1-451-60591-4). Just 
shy of eighty, elegant, amusing, and profoundly nasty tycoon 
Gloria Garrison, nee Goldberg, has a kingdom to bequeath 
to one of the grandchildren she barely knows. She summons 
them to her palatial home to ask a simple question: “Which 
one of you most deserves to inherit my business?” Would 
anyone be foolish enough to reject her offer because of the 

Susan Lindley, a woman adrift after her husband’s death, 
suddenly inherits her great uncle’s Pasadena mansion, and 
sets about to restore his extensive collection of preserved 
animals. Joined in residence by freeloading relatives, Susan 
defends her inheritance while exploring the mansion’s many 
mysterious spaces. Like many of Lydia Millet’s previous 
novels,  ($25.95, W.W. Norton, 978-0-393-08170-1) 
speaks to her trademark themes – evolution and extinction, 
children and parenthood, loss and wonder – in a funny and 
heartbreaking way.

The Art Forger
Clare Roth is a struggling young artist who makes her living 
reproducing famous works of art for a popular online retailer. 
Desperate to improve her situation, she agrees to forge a 
stolen Degas masterpiece in exchange for a one-woman show 
at a renowned gallery. But Clare suspects that the Degas itself 
may be a forgery. The search for the truth about the painting’s 
origins leads her into a labyrinth of deceit that endangers her 
life. The Art Forger ($23.95, Algonquin, 978-1-616-20132-6), by 
B.A. Shapiro, is a dazzling novel about seeing – and not seeing 
– the secrets that lie beneath the canvas.

Fairy Tales from the Brothers Grimm
Two hundred years ago, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm published 

Philip Pullman (The Golden Compass), one of the most 
accomplished authors of our time, makes us fall in love all over 
again with the immortal tales of the Brothers Grimm. Suffused 
with romance and villainy, danger and wit, Fairy Tales from the 
Brothers Grimm ($27.95, Viking, 978-0-670-02497-1) will draw 
you back into a world that has long cast a spell on the Western 
imagination.

� e Lives We Lead
Life Among Giants

all but assured until his parents are mysteriously murdered, 
leaving Lizard and his older sister, Kate, adrift and alone. 
Across the pond from their Connecticut home lives Sylphide, 
the world’s greatest ballerina, whose rock star husband’s own 
disasters have intersected with Lizard’s and Kate’s in surprising 
ways. Life Among Giants ($24.95, Algonquin, 978-1-616-20076-3), 
by Bill Roorbach, is an entertaining novel of murder, seduction, 
and revenge.

A Possible Life

centuries. We meet soldier and lover, parent and child, servant 
and master, and artist and muse, who risk their bodies, hearts 
and minds in pursuit of human connection. Between them all, 
pleasures and pains are born of love, separations and missed 
opportunities. A Possible Life
6) entertains us with superb old-fashioned storytelling, showing 
that occasions of understanding between humans are the one 

Dear Life
Giving us the essence of a life and the moment that life is 
shaped, beloved author Alice Munro brings us an all-new 
collection of stories in Dear Life ($26.95, Knopf, 978-0-307-
59688-8). Departures and beginnings, accidents, dangers, and 
homecomings both virtual and real, paint a vivid and lasting 
portrait of how strange, dangerous, and extraordinary the 
ordinary life can be – how a simple twist of fate can lead to 
an entirely new way of being. Munro’s unparalleled gift for 
storytelling is not to be missed.

Because Russian-born author Ekaterina Sedia is old enough to 
have lived in the actual Soviet Union, she is able to write stories 
about life as it really was. ($15.95, Prime, 
978-1-607-01362-4) is a collection of short stories that explores 
the edge between the mundane and fantastical in tales inspired 
by her homeland as well as worldwide folkloric traditions. Any 
thoughtful reader interested in Russian history and magical 
realism will enjoy this Publishers Weekly
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   � e Suspense  
  Will Get You 

The Marseille Caper
Having lived in the south of France for more than twenty years, 
Peter Mayle (A Year in Provence) shares the pleasures of the 
region – and some dangerous intrigue – in his latest novel, 
The Marseille Caper ($24, Knopf, 978-0-307-59419-8). Lovable 
rogue and sleuth extraordinaire Sam Levitt is summoned from 

dangerous real-estate grab, with thuggish gangsters on one 
side and shark-like developers on the other. Will Sam survive 
unscathed? Will he live to enjoy another bowl of bouillabaisse?

Two Graves
The thrillers authored by Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child 
rank among NPR listeners in their top 100 favorites. They 
team up again to bring us Two Graves ($26.99, Grand Central, 
978-0-446-55499-2), about Special Agent Pendergast’s search 
for his wife’s kidnappers leading to an investigation fueled 
by revenge. Confucius once said, “Before you embark on a 

Nano
Dr. Robin Cook created the genre of medical thriller with 

Coma. Some thirty novels later, Cook now 
returns with Nano ($26.95, Putnam, 978-0-399-16082-0). 
Medical student Pia Grazdani decides to take a year off from 
her studies to clear her head by taking a job at Nanobots, a 
lavishly funded, security-conscious nanotechnology institute. 

the tech giant is on the cusp of one of the biggest medical 

Collateral
Grad student Ashley Patterson falls for Cole Gleason. He’s 
passionate, romantic, and even writes poetry – not quite what 

years and four deployments, until she meets another man, and 
begins to see what life might be like outside the shadow of war. 
Bestselling author Ellen Hopkins (Triangles) brings her signature 
style of poetic verse to Collateral ($26, Atria, 978-1-451-62637-7), 

friends, family and lovers they leave behind.

The Labyrinth of Osiris
When a Jerusalem police detective hits a roadblock while looking 
into the murder of investigative journalist Rivka Kleinberg, he 
turns to an old friend with the police in Luxor, Egypt for help. 
Knowing that Kleinberg had many high-powered enemies, they 
begin to research the stories she had been working on before her 
death and uncover a link to a labyrinth-like gold mine dating to 
the time of Herodotus. Paul Sussman’s previous thrillers have sold 
millions of copies world-wide, and The Labyrinth of Osiris ($25, 
Atlantic, 978-0-802-12041-0) is likely to be no exception.

The Right Hand
There has always been a need in the spy game for operations 
so secretive that no one in government – or the intelligence 
community – is aware of their existence. The left hand can’t 
know what the right hand is doing. Austin Clay is that right 
hand, executing missions that would be disavowed by his own 
government were he ever to be compromised. The Right Hand 
($25.95, Little, Brown, 978-0-316-19846-2), by Derek Haas, 

levels of the U.S. government. A blistering pace, international 
intrigue, and a high-stakes plot will keep you up all night!

Return of the Thin Man
Those of us of a certain age will always remember Nick 
and Nora Charles and their adorable dog Asta, starring in 

two never-before-published novellas that became After the 
Thin Man and Another Thin Man, sequels to the original 
Hollywood hit starring William Powell and Myrna Loy. 
Return of the Thin Man ($25, Mysterious Press, 978-0-802-
12050-2), with additional commentary by Hammett scholar 
Richard Layman and Hammett’s granddaughter, Julie 
Rivett, shows why Hammett is widely recognized as one of 

The Trial of Fallen Angels
The Trial of Fallen Angels 

($25.95, Amy Einhorn, 978-0-399-15969-5), focuses on the 
intersection of law and spirituality. Brek Cuttler suddenly 

with bullet holes, and has only the vaguest notion of what’s 
going on. As she tries to comprehend what is happening to 
her, a man from her past approaches and explains that she 
has been chosen to join the elite team of lawyers charged 
with prosecuting and defending souls at the Final Judgment. 
This fascinating glimpse into the judgment of lost souls and 
recovered memories is unlike anything you’ve ever read. 
Move over, John Grisham!
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Open Heart
After years of health problems, Elie Wiesel, then eighty-two, 
was told that he needed immediate surgery to clear his blocked 
arteries. Fortunately for all of us, the Nobel Peace Prize winner, 

on family, his writings, and his hope that he has made the world 
a better place. Open Heart ($20, Knopf, 978-0-307-96184-6) is an 
unexpectedly intimate, deeply affecting summary of his life so 
far. Powerfully moving and wholly unforgettable. Avail. 12/4

Listening for Madeleine
Madeleine L’Engle is best known to the world as the author 
of A Wrinkle in Time, the enduring milestone work of fantasy 

years. The renowned literary historian and biographer Leonard 
S. Marcus reveals L’Engle in all her complexity through a series 
of incisive interviews with the people who knew her most 
intimately. Vivid reminiscences of family, colleagues, and friends 
create a kaleidoscope of keen insights in Listening for Madeleine 
($27, FSG, 978-0-374-29897-5), offering snapshot moments that 
help us understand the many sides of this fascinating and beloved woman.

Kurt Vonnegut: Letters
An extraordinary collection of personal correspondence 
written over a sixty-year period comprises the autobiography 
Kurt Vonnegut never wrote. Sometimes biting and ironic, 
sometimes achingly sweet, and always alive with a unique 
point of view, each letter brims with the mordant humor and 
open-hearted humanism upon which he built his legend in 
Kurt Vonnegut: Letters ($35, Delacorte, 978-0-385-34375-6). 

All the Odes
Pablo Neruda was a master of the ode, which he conceived as an 
homage to just about everything that surrounded him. He was 
in his late forties when he committed himself to writing an ode 
a week and in the end produced a total of 225 that have now 
been expertly rendered in English and presented in a beautiful 
bilingual collection, All the Odes ($40, FSG, 978-0-374-11528-9). 
Together, they read like the personal diary of a man in search 
of meaning, who sings to life itself, to our connection to one 
another, and to the place we have in nature and the cosmos.

My Ideal Bookshelf
The books that we choose to keep — let alone 
read — say a lot about who we are and how we 
see ourselves. In The Ideal Bookshelf ($24.99, Little 
Brown, 978-0-316-20090-5), dozens of leading 

way in the world. With colorful and endearingly hand-rendered images of book spines 

Elsewhere

to memoir in a hilarious, moving, and always surprising account 
of his life, his parents, and the town they all struggled to escape. 

and strived for herself. With the timeless dynamic of going home 
again, Elsewhere: A Memoir ($25.95, Knopf, 978-0-307-95953-9) is 
arresting, comic, heartbreaking — and truly beautiful.

Both Flesh and Not
David Foster Wallace, called “The Best Mind of His 
Generation” by A.O. Scott (New York Times), left this world 
too early and did not get the Pulitzer many believed he 
rightfully deserved while he was still alive. He did, however, 
leave a series of essays that are considered by many his 

Both Flesh 
and Not
Wallace at his best in this sweeping, exhilarating collection of 
the author’s most emotionally immediate work. 

   Books, the  
       Fabric of Life

Give a present they’ll open again and again…Give books.
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Young & Full of Life
Burned (Pretty Little Liars #12)
Aria, Emily, Hanna, and Spencer – the pretty little liars – 
made some terrible mistakes last spring break. And A, who 
has been stalking them, knows about every single one. He’s 
still lurking in this new adventure, soaking up even more of 
their darkest secrets, until the girls come clean about what 
they did. But this time, A wants to do more than ruin their 
lives – he wants to end them. Burned ($17.99, HarperTeen, 
978-0-062-08192-6), by Sara Shepard, is a real page-turner 
that will leave you wanting more. Avail. 12/4

Perry’s Killer Playlist

story, Au Revoir, Crazy European Chick. In Perry’s Killer Playlist 

with his rock band, Inchworm, when he once again encounters 
Gobi, his former exchange student/Lithuanian assassin. Double 
crossings, kidnappings, CIA agents, arms dealers, boat chases in 
Venetian canals, and a shoot out in the middle of a Santa Claus 
convention ensue in this laugh out-loud action packed sequel.

Days of Blood & Starlight
Laini Taylor knows how to write a “must-read” fantasy, like 
she did with her last acclaimed book, Daughter of Smoke & 
Bone. Now, in this stunning sequel, Karou must come to terms 
with who and what she is, and how far she’ll go to avenge her 
people. Days of Blood & Starlight ($18.99, Little, Brown, 978-

and secrets, new characters and old favorites.

Crewel (#1 of 3)
Imagine a world where beautiful women hide deadly secrets 
behind their made-up faces, and men fear women so much 
that women have been forced into powerless roles. Gennifer 
Albin, who founded the popular blog theconnectedmom.
com, introduces us to just such a world in Crewel ($17.99, 
FSG, 978-0-374-31641-9), where 16-year-old Adelice Lewis 
works the looms as a Spinster for Arras’s Manipulation 
Services. Caught in a web of lies and intrigue, Adelice, an 
extraordinary girl who dares to defy the power of men and 
the boundaries of love, must decide who to trust.

The Art of the Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien
The Hobbit, he was already an 

accomplished amateur artist, and drew illustrations for his 

the 75th anniversary, The Art of the Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien ($40, 

we have imagined Bilbo Baggins and his world, is a wonderful 
keepsake with its many insights into Tolkien, the artist.

The Greatest Moments in Sports: 
Upsets & Underdogs
It’s a life lesson we all learn — sometimes we win, sometimes 
we lose. And that certainly is true in sports! You’ll be on the 
edge of your seat when you read some of the remarkable 
stories in Len Berman’s The Greatest Moments in Sports: Upsets 
and Underdogs 
including heartbreaking losses as well as amazing comebacks. 
Includes a CD so you can hear the actual broadcasts, too.

The Future Is the Beginning
Bob Marley was one of the world’s most popular artists of 
all time. His words — profound, thoughtful, and insightful 
— are gathered together in The Future Is the Beginning: 
The Words and Wisdom of Bob Marley ($16, Harmony, 978-
0-385-51883-3), giving us a true sense of his deeply felt and 
powerfully motivated sense of spirit. Avail. 11/13

New Dress a Day
Turn that cast-off into runway chic with a few tips and advice 
from guerrilla seamstress Marisa Lynch in New Dress a Day 
($20, Ballantine, 978-0-345-53288-6). Who will ever know? 
A little snip here and stitch there … and your castaways and 
basement bargains will be transformed. Marisa shows how 
to create designer look-alikes, cut sweatshirts, give gowns 
a second life, and whip up your own accessories with a few 
guidelines and a little creativity. You’re guaranteed to have 
fun and have a one-of-a-kind wardrobe as well!

BOOKS MAKE GREAT GIFTS.
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The Man Who Saved the Union
Bestselling author H. W. Brands presents a masterful 
biography of Ulysses S. Grant, the Civil War general and 
two-term president who saved the Union twice — on the 

together at two critical turning points in our history. An 
authoritative biography by a skilled American storyteller, 
The Man Who Saved the Union ($35, Doubleday, 978-0-385-
53241-9) provides a comprehensive and intimate portrait of 

Custer
Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist Larry McMurtry tackles for 

American history, George Armstrong Custer.  On June 25, 
1876, Custer and his 7th Cavalry attacked a large Lakota 
Cheyenne village on the Little Bighorn River in Montana. 
They lost the battle and their lives. “Custer’s Last Stand” 
was not only a spectacular defeat that shocked the country, 

it grew into a legend that has reverberated in our national consciousness to this 
day. Lavishly illustrated, McMurtry’s Custer ($35, S&S, 978-1-451-62620-9) is a 

The Patriarch
Joseph Patrick Kennedy – whose life spanned the First 
World War, the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, the 
Second World War, and the Cold War – was the patriarch 
of America’s greatest political dynasty. Trained as a banker, 
Kennedy was also a Hollywood mogul, a stock exchange 
savant, a shipyard manager, the founding chairman of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, and ambassador to 
London during the Battle of Britain. With access to never-
before-published material on three continents, historian and 
renowned biographer David Nasaw ignores the tired old answers surrounding 
Kennedy, starting from scratch to discover the truth behind this misunderstood 
man in The Patriarch ($40, Penguin, 978-1-594-20376-3).

The Finish
Mark Bowden, bestselling author of Black Hawk Down, 
provides an intensely gripping account of the hunt for and 
elimination of Osama bin Laden in The Finish ($26, Atlantic 
Monthly, 978-0-802-12034-2). With a page-turning narrative, 
Bowden takes us inside the rooms where decisions were made 
and on the ground where the action unfolded to learn how 

The Last Lion
More than twenty years in the making, The Last Lion ($40, 
Little Brown, 978-0-316-54770-3), by William Manchester 
and Paul Reid, picks up shortly after Winston Churchill 
became Prime Minister — when his tiny island nation stood 
alone against the overwhelming might of Nazi Germany. We 
learn how Churchill organized his nation’s military response 
and defense; compelled FDR into supporting America’s 

ethos that helped the Allies win the war, while at the same time adapting 
himself and his country to the inevitable shift of world power from the British 
Empire to the U.S. This is popular history at its most stirring.

Thomas Jefferson: The Art of Power
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Jon Meacham gives us 
Jefferson the politician and president, a great and complex 
human being forever engaged in the wars of his era in his 

Thomas Jefferson: The Art 
of Power ($35, Random House, 978-1-400-06766-4). The 
Jefferson story resonates today not least because he led 
his nation through ferocious partisanship and cultural 
warfare amid economic change and external threats, and 

also because he embodies an eternal drama, the struggle of the leadership of a 

Master of the Mountain
Is there anything new to say about Thomas Jefferson and 
slavery? Nationally prominent historian Henry Wiencek 
answers with a resounding “yes” after “following the money” 
to unearth new information and previously overlooked or 
disregarded evidence in Jefferson’s records that reveal a grave 
disconnect between his personal and political lives. In Master of 
the Mountain: Thomas Jefferson and His Slaves ($28, FSG, 978-0-
374-29956-9), Wiencek carefully sifts through Jefferson’s words 
and deeds to upend our view of Jefferson’s attitudes on freedom, slavery, and wealth.

Reporting the Revolutionary War
For the colonists of the new world, the twenty years of 
the American Revolution was much more than the few 
stories that linger in our history books. Everyday people 

Author Todd Andrlik brings history to life with newspaper 

showing the push for freedom and change in Reporting the Revolutionary War: 
Before It Was History, It Was News ($39.99, Sourcebooks, 978-1-402-26967-7).

 Understanding Our World
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What Are You Looking At?
What is modern art? Why do we either love it or loathe 
it? Join Will Gompertz, BBC Arts Editor and former 
director of London’s Tate Gallery, on a dazzling tour 
that will change the way you look at modern art forever 
in What Are You Looking At? ($28.95, Dutton, 978-0-525-
95267-1). With his off-beat humor and down-to-earth 
storytelling, Gompertz cuts through the pretense of 
art-speak and gives us the knowledge to enjoy our trips 
to galleries and museums and discover what’s most 
interesting about modern art.

Life is a Gift
Tony Bennett, the American icon whose music career 
has spanned more than six decades, continues to grow 
more popular among all generations. In his rich and 
beautiful memoir, the legendary Grammy and Emmy 
Award-winning singer takes us behind the scenes of 
his career, revealing his life experiences in the music 
industry — including who he met and what he learned 
along the way. Revealing, insightful, and moving, Life 
is a Gift: The Zen of Bennett ($28.99, Harper, 978-0-062-
20706-7) is Bennett’s heart-felt “master class in life.” 
Avail. 11/20

The Chronicles of Downton Abbey
Americans can’t get enough of the award-winning TV 
series Downton Abbey. If you know someone already 
hooked and who can’t wait for the beginning of the 
third season, give them a copy of The Chronicles of 
Downton Abbey: A New Era ($29.99, St. Martin’s, 978-1-
250-02762-7) by Jessica Fellowes and Matthew Sturgis 
to learn more about every important member of the 
Downton estate — including Cora’s American mother 

(to be played by Shirley MacLaine) — and peek behind the scenes as the third 
season begins with Downton Abbey awakening to a world changed forever by 
World War I. 

Rock Your Ugly Christmas Sweater
We love these little books that you can have on the 
coffee table to amuse visiting family and friends. 
Come take a look at the hilariously awful Christmas 
sweaters, hats, and dresses and even hideous 
Hanukkah sweaters on parade in Anne Marie 
Blackman’s Rock Your Ugly Christmas Sweater ($12.95, 
Running Press, 978-0-762-44473-1). Ugly may be in 
the eye of the beholder, but we think you’ll agree that 
this collection is the best of the worst.

Barefoot Contessa Foolproof
What we love about Ina Garten’s cookbooks is the way 
they always make us home-cooks look great. Family and 
friends will shower you with praise for the dishes that 
couldn’t be simpler to prepare that are featured in her 
latest, Barefoot Contessa Foolproof ($35, Clarkson Potter, 
978-0-307-46487-3). Using common ingredients found in 
any grocery store and with 150 gorgeous photos, Garten 
shows us how to master the recipes, avoid any pitfalls, 
explains what we can prepare in advance, and suggests 
menus. Another practical cookbook that all fans of the 
Barefoot Contessa will want in their collection!

World’s Best Travel Experiences
Whether you’re ready to begin planning your next 
great trip or simply enjoy traveling in the comfort 
of your armchair, come take a look at National 
Geographic’s World’s Best Travel Experiences: 400 
Extraordinary Places ($40, National Geographic 
Society, 978-1-426-20959-8). National Geographic’s 
family of globe-trotting contributors — including Bill 
Bryson, Anna Quindlen, Andrew McCarthy, and many 

transformative places. A beautiful gift that celebrates the beauty and wonder 
of this world.

A Love for the Beautiful
Some of the country’s best art is hidden in plain 
sight — in museums largely unknown except 
within their region. Susan Jaques shares the 
fascinating stories of patrician families who acquired 
masterworks by masters like Rembrandt, Rodin, 
and Picasso, of self-made millionaires who applied 
their skills to the art world, and discerning collectors 
who promoted new artists in A Love for the Beautiful: 
Discovering America’s Hidden Art Museums ($19.95, 
Globe Pequot, 978-0-762-77950-5). A perfect 
guide to consult before traveling, this book offers 

little known museums across the country.

       � e Art 
    of Living
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September marked the one-year anniversary of the reopening of our Used
Book Annex, and what a year it has been, thanks to our loyal patrons and sup-
porters. Still, we’re surprised to find folks who haven’t been downstairs yet to
visit this treasury of great reads and gifts. 

Browse thousands of “gently used” (and often nearly new) books in categories
including Children’s, Mysteries & Suspense, History, Biography, Nature,
Northwest, Rare Books and Signed Copies. Since we’re very particular about
the books we accept, you’ll find an abundance of books in great shape for
Holiday giving. 

Interested in trading in your used books? Read our “What We Buy” handout
for policies and guidelines, or click the “Used Book” line in the “Store
Information” tab of our website. We accept two medium-sized grocery bags
between the first and fifteenth of each month unless otherwise noted. Please
give us at least two weeks to process your credit. You can use your used book
credit toward new or used books or any other merchandise!

Tell your friends about the Annex. Let’s have another great year!
Kristy, Used Book Manager 

Our Used Book Annex 
Something for Everyone!

Staff Picks 
New in Paperback!

American Nations: A History of the Eleven
Rival Regional Cultures of North America  
by Colin Woodard (Viking)
A fascinating book that sheds light on the many divisions,
political and cultural, that exist in the U.S., this is the most
convincing analysis of American regionalism I’ve read.
Rather than the recent tendency to ascribe regional differ-
ences to economic factors, Woodard investigates cultural his-
tories, providing  thorough, nuanced explanations. His bias-
es are obvious, but that doesn’t detract from the soundness
of his look at American cultural trends.  ~ Tim

Ten Letters: The Stories Americans 
Tell Their President  
by Eli Saslow (Anchor)
I was always curious about the letters from citizens that
President Obama reads every day, so when Washington Post
writer Saslow’s book came out, I was ea r to read it. This
book explores the lives behind the letters, and shows how
Americans are dealing with hard economic times. It turned
out to be a very inspiring read. I can’t imagine a president
not being profoundly affected by the letters. ~ Kathie

We the Animals
by Justin Torres
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Torres is, in a word, mind-blowing. His innate literary talent
is humbling. This novel, written in an entirely unique prose,
can make you cringe while admiring it, can make you cheer
and weep. Three brothers, born of a biracial couple, grow up
in an environment with little restriction and few borders.
This exposure and the resulting experiences contribute to
the grown men they become, the men that Torres lays before
us.  ~ Janis

When She Woke by Hillary Jordan (Algonquin)

Welcome to the future, where division between church and
state has vanished, and criminals undergo a process known
as chroming. Their skin is dyed a color assigned to a level of
crime, and the entire process is televised throughout the
world. Those designated as criminals are then released back
into society, stigmatized and often running for their lives.
Our heroine, Hannah, is charged with murder, the victim
being her unborn child. Once a conservative, submissive
daughter in a strict Christian household, Hannah is forced to
face the horrors, the miracles, and ultimately the complexity
of humankind. This book is a thriller, a coming of age story,
and a social commentary on the attitudes, beliefs and fears
that divide us. Hannah’s story will captivate you. ~ Kristy

Make the Bread, Buy the Butter: What
You Should (and Shouldn’t!) Cook from
Scratch  to Save Time and Money 
by Jennifer Reese (Free Press)
A cookbook usually doesn’t make me laugh out loud, but
this one did. Part cookbook and part memoir, it tells the
often funny stories of the author’s quest to find out which
is better—store bought or homemade. Reese tries to
answer the question: Is going the homemade route worth
the trouble and expense? I didn’t agree with everything
the author said—I’ve tried to make marshmallows—but I

enjoyed reading every word of this funny, informative and inspiring book. And I can’t wait
to try some more recipes—especially the ricotta cheese, the English muffins and Skippy’s
Apricot Cake. ~ Alison
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December 2nd, Sunday, 3pm
TOM DOUGLAS
The Dahlia Bakery Cookbook: Sweetness in Seattle 
Seattle chef and legendary restaurant emperor Tom
Douglas shares his mouthwatering volume based on the
wonders of the Dahlia Bakery, home to the Triple Coconut
Cream Pie and purveyor of artisan breads, handmade pas-
tries and cakes. Cinnamon sugar and mascarpone dough-
nuts, anyone? “Tom Douglas has created the volume every

cook should have on baking. It’s not only useful because it com-
piles the recipes that have delighted Seattle residents for years
(my parents included), but because of the colorful prose and
resource guides. It will occupy a prominent shelf in my kitchen.”
~ Mario Batali

January 6th, Sunday, 3pm
ANGIE BRENNER
Anatolian Days & Nights: A Love Affair With Turkey: 
Land of Dervishes, Goddesses, and Saints
Inveterate traveler and former travel bookstore proprietor Angie
Brenner presents a slide show and talk on a book she co-
authored with Joy Stocke, the fruit of their ten-year odyssey
through Turkey. With intuition, experience, and a bit of serendip-
ity, they found excitement, friendship, and love, and learned how

and why Turkey — a country that holds the keys to Western
Civilization — continues to grow in world importance. “… an inti-
mate, clear-eyed view of a fascinating country. Stocke and Brenner
have captured the contradictions of modern day Turkey, while
exposing the complex web of history at the heart of our human
story.” ~ Alan Drew, author of Gardens of Water

January 10th, Thursday, 7:30pm
CHRISTOF KOCH
Consciousness: Confessions of a Romantic Reductionist
Seattle author and scientist Christof Koch discusses his master-
ful book, part memoir of his personal struggles and part hard
science, about how psychology, physics, and neurosurgery have
contributed to the modern understanding of consciousness and
unconsciousness. “Koch has done for neuroscience what James
D. Watson did for biology. At once engaging, informing, and

enlightening, Consciousness should be read by every student and sci-
entist of the mind … who would like to know how science really
works and how scientists really think—and feel—when they engage
the world with their experimental tools. Destined to takes its place
as a timeless masterpiece in the history of science.” ~ Michael
Shermer, author of The Believing Brain

January 13th, Sunday, 3pm
DAVID R. MONTGOMERY
The Rocks Don’t Lie: A Geologist Investigates Noah’s Flood
A surprising perspective on Noah’s Flood comes to light as
MacArthur Fellow and U.W. professor of geomorphology David
R. Montgomery unveils his book that attempts to reconcile the
relationship between religion and science through history and
geology. His investigation takes him to Tibet, the Grand
Canyon, a roadbed in Kentucky, and numerous other outposts of
the earth and mind. “In a sense, Noah is the patron saint of geol-
ogy, whose development has been spurred constantly by his leg-
end. Though Montgomery obviously knows his science, he also
knows how to write, so this isn’t just history of science. It’s liter-
ature.” ~ Booklist (starred review)

January 17th, Thursday, 7:30pm
NICHOLAS O’CONNELL
Storms of Denali
It is with pleasure and honor that we welcome longtime Seattle
journalist, author, and adventurer Nicholas O’Connell. He deft-
ly employs his chops as a mountaineer in his vivid, bracing first
novel, a tale of survival and ambition as four men attempt to
climb Denali. “It brought me into that dreamy state of imagin-
ing myself in (the narrator’s) boots, thinking about battling to
the top, and the singular experience of being on that moun-
tain…As much as anything, this nuanced Denali tale is also a
parable about the price of ambition… And I dare say the novel
is brilliant, funny, and replete because of this.” ~ Jonathan
Waterman, author of In the Shadow of Denali
January 20th, Sunday, 3pm
Robert Michael Pyle
The Tangled Bank: Writings From Orion
Perennial EHB favorite Robert Michael Pyle makes a welcome
return visit from his home on an old Swedish farmstead in
Southwest Washington to talk about his new book, a selection
of essays he wrote for Orion and Orion Afield magazines over
eleven years. Pyle’s thoughtful and concise narratives range in
subject from hops and those who love them to independent
bookstores (yay!) to the monarch butterflies of Mexico. “These
essays … convey an exuberant sense of what it feels like to
encounter the greater-than-human world with senses alert and
mind engaged. And what a mind! Equally at ease in science and
art, in philosophy and fun, Pyle is curious and knowledgeable
about all manner of living things …You will not find a livelier
companion.” ~ Scott Russell Sanders, author of A
Conservationist Manifesto
January 27th, Sunday, 3pm
VAUGHN SHERMAN
Sea Travels: Memoirs of a 20th Century Master Mariner, 
plus: Sasha Plotkin’s Deceit: A Novel 
Edmonds writer Vaughn Sherman brings us a two-for-one
evening with a work of high-seas non-fiction and a novel of espi-
onage. Sea Travels is the story of J. Holger Christensen as told to
Sherman, his nephew. Christensen grew up on Bainbridge, and his
father had a workboat and was a respected member of the
Bainbridge community. Sea Travels tracks two generations of the
Christensen family, from Puget Sound’s pioneer days to the Alaskan
Gold Rush and onto the world’s open oceans; and it follows
Christensen as he works his way from family deckhand to master
mariner. “The author’s glimpses of Puget Sound maritime life in the
1930s and ‘40s are truly fascinating.” ~ Joe Upton, author of Bering
Sea Blues. In Sasha Plotkin’s Deceit, an espionage novel based on true events,
Sherman parlays his 20-year experience in the CIA into a novel based on things that
happened or could have happened during that time. “Written from an insider’s per-
spective, this poignant look inside the world of spies kept me wondering until the very
end.” ~ Robert Dugoni, New York Times bestselling author.
February 17th, Sunday, 3pm
BARBARA WINTHER
The Tiger Drums
Multitalented Bainbridge writer Barbara Winther, author of
plays, works on local history, and novels, gives a talk and
PowerPoint presentation on the third of her international
thrillers, this one set in Japan. As with Winther’s two previous
thrillers in The Cat Trio—The Jaguar Dances and The Leopard
Sings—her new book involves a woman associated with the fic-
tional San Francisco Law Firm of McCloskey, Warner & Jarvis; and
a cat takes on many guises while it pads silently beneath the people
who move across the pages. The visual component of Barbara’s
show will focus on places in Japan featured in The Tiger Drums. This
manuscript won an Editor’s Award in the “Mainstream Novel” cat-
egory from the Pacific Northwest Writer’s Association.

WI N T E R EV E N T S AT EHBC



EHBC Book Groups
Looking for an open book group? 
Newcomers & drop-ins welcome! 

All groups meet year-round at the bookstore Tuesdays at 7 pm

Eagle Harbor Reader’s Circle
Meets the first Tuesday of every month at 7pm

Tuesday, December 4th, 7pm
One Bullet Away: The Making of a Marine Officer
by Nathaniel Fick
In this deeply thoughtful account of what it’s like to fight on today’s front
lines, Fick unveils the process that makes Marine officers such legendary
leaders and shares his hard-won insights into the differences between mil-
itary ideals and military practice, which can mock those ideals. “Fick
sounds like precisely the kind of thoughtful, mature commander any sol-
dier would revere.” ~ Cleveland Plain Dealer

Tuesday, January 8th, 7pm
Whistling Season by Ivan Doig
The saga of how a widow from Minneapolis and her brother—soon to
become the new teacher in a tiny Montana community in 1909—change
lives in unexpected ways has all the charm of old-school storytelling, from
Dickens to Laura Ingalls Wilder.

Tuesday, February 5th, 7pm
The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of 
America’s Great Migration by Isabel Wilkerson
For Black History Month, we discuss Pulitzer Prize-winning author Isabel
Wilkerson’s chronicle of one of the great untold stories of American his-
tory: the decades-long migration of black citizens who fled the South for
northern and western cities, changing the face of America.

Eagle Harbor Mystery Book Group
Meets the fourth Tuesday of every month at 7pm
Tuesday, November 27th, 7pm
The Keeper of Lost Causes: A Department Q Novel 
by Jussi Adler-Olsen 
“In the first of Adler-Olsen’s wildly popular thriller/mysteries to be trans-
lated into English, Detective Morck and his assistant tackle the cold case
of a Health Minister from a ferry en route to Germany. . . Lovers of Steig
Larsson will devour their adventures, and be eager to see more of Adler-
Olsen’s books translated.” ~ Susan, leader of our Mystery Book Group
and the Eagle Harbor Reader’s Circle

Tuesday, January 22nd, 7pm
Ten Little New Yorkers by Kinky Friedman 
Kinky Friedman—both the author and his detective protagonist of the
same name—may have met his match in this superbly crafted, fiendishly
clever tale of murder and mayhem set in Greenwich Village, where a mur-
derer is methodically killing off unsuspecting Manhattan men. Gallingly,
all clues point toward Kinky.

Eagle Harbor Speculative Fiction
Reading Group
Meets the first Tuesday of every month at 7pm 
Tuesday, December 4th, 7pm
The Mote in God’s Eye by Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle
Together, Niven and Pournelle have written the critically acclaimed best-
sellers Inferno, Footfall, and The Legacy of Heorot, among others. The Mote
in God’s Eye is their acknowledged masterpiece, an epic novel of mankind’s
first encounter with alien life that transcends the genre. “Possibly the finest
science fiction novel I have ever read.” ~ Robert Heinlein

EAGLE HARBOR BOOK CO.
Buy any 3 books from the enclosed

Holiday Books Guide
& receive a 15% coupon

to use on your entire next purchase!

Good Thanksgiving-December 31, 2012
Limit of $100. Cannot be combined with other offers

Peace Like a River, Mountains Beyond
Mountains, Water for Elephants, Cutting for
Stone, The Poisonwood Bible—these memo-
rable books are among the past year-end
favorites of the many book groups who register
with us and pick up their books in our well-
browsed Book Group Section. What will be the
Book Group Book of the Year for 2012? As the
end of the year approaches, please nominate
your group’s three favorite discussion books
for 2012 for our annual Book Group Survey.
Get your ballot at the front desk, email your
choices to bookgroup@eagleharborbooks.com,
submit them to Kathie, our Book Group
Coordinator, or any other staff member, or
simply phone your results to 842-5332 by
January 15th. One ballot per book group,
please!

Annual
Storewide Sale
Thursday, November 29

9 am - 9 pm

Save 20% on everything 
in the store 

Upstairs, and Downstairs 
in our Used Book Annex!

Don’t Miss the
Downtown Holiday

Open House 
& Tree Lighting 
Saturday, Nov. 24th

Join us 
for cider,
treats, 
and our
wonderful 
Holiday
gift 
selections!

Attention All Book Groups!
Vote For Your Favorite 

Book Group Book of the Year



The Family Bedtime Treasury
with CD
by Christelow and others
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
This beautiful gift book features
eight complete picture books, plus

eight illustrated poems and one full hour of soothing classi-
cal music on CD. Soft and warm, sweet and soothing, the sto-
ries and poems in this anthology are just right for bedtime.

Who’s in the Farmyard? by Phillis Gershator (Barefoot Books)
“Who wakes up in the morning with a cock-a-doodle-do?”
This charming board book full of colors and details of farm
animals features energetic rhyming text that builds early lan-
guage skills. 

Let’s Play in the Snow by Sam McBratney (Candlewick)
More adventures of the Nutbrown Hares playing I Spy as
they hop through the snow. Perfect for curious little ones!

Hello, Doctor by Michael Escoffier (Penguin)
Children who love funny stories and guessing what might hap-
pen next will enjoy this clever and entertaining board book.

Max and Ruby’s Treasure Hunt by Rosemary Wells (Penguin)
When their tea party gets rained out, Max and Ruby and
their friends Louise and Hilly go indoors, where Grandma
has arranged a treasure hunt. Packed with interactive fun!

Goldilocks and Just One Bear
by Leigh Hodgkinson (Candlewick)
In this award-winning author-illustra-
tor’s witty follow-up of the traditional
Goldilocks story, Little Bear, all
grown up, finds himself lost in a noisy,
busy city, where he happens to bump

into someone with golden hair who remembers exactly how
he likes his porridge.

Oliver by Birgitta Sif (Candlewick)
Oliver doesn’t quite fit in—but he doesn’t care. He has his
toys and his imagination, and with those his days are never
dull. But when his ball rolls in the next door neighbor’s yard,
he meets a kindred spirit.

I’m Bored by Michael Ian Black (Simon & Schuster)
Just when a little girl thinks she couldn’t possibly be more
bored, she stumbles upon a potato who turns the tables on
her by declaring that children are boring. Very cute and
funny!

Each Kindness by Jacqueline Woodson (Penguin) 
When Ms. Albert teaches a lesson in kindness, Chloe realizes
that she and her friends have been wrong in making fun of new
student Maya’s shabby clothes and refusing to play with her. 

Too Tall Houses by Gianna Marino (Penguin)
Owl and rabbit are good friends and live in small houses next
to each other. They are perfectly happy—until Rabbit’s gar-
den gets in the way of Owl’s view. Owl builds a taller house,
which keeps sunlight from Rabbit’s plants. A wonderful fable
for today’s world.
The Three Ninja Pigs by Corey Rosen Schwartz (Penguin)
When a big bad wolf threatens their village, three pigs sign
up for different martial arts lessons to take him down. Fun
dialogue and rhymes will have kids howling for more.

If I Built a House by Chris Van Dusen (Penguin)
From the author of I Built a Car comes Jack with more fab-
ulous, creative ideas for a house with everything he can
think of—including a giant slide!

Ungifted by Gordon Korman
(HarperCollins)
Due to an administrative mix-up after
pulling a major prank at a middle
school, troublemaker Donavan Curtis
is sent to the Academy of Scholastic
Distinction, a special program for gift-
ed and talented students. Few people
write school stories with as much wit

and compassion as Korman, and in this book he demon-
strates his talents in spades. Ages 10+

The High Skies Adventures of Blue Jay the Pirate
by Scott Nash (Candlewick)
Hoist the Jolly Robin! Fly with a swashbuckling crew as
they soar—and evade danger on the ground—in search of
treasure and adventure. Here is a treasure for anyone who
has ever wanted to take to the skies. Ages 8+

Shadow on the Mountain by Margi Preus (Abrams)
A teenage boy, Espen, becomes a spy when Nazi Germany
invades his country, Norway. Based on a true story, Espen’s
simple courage and narrow escapes make for an exciting and
inspiring read. Ages 8-14

The Last Dogs: The Vanishing by Christopher Holt
(Little Brown)
When all the humans in his world disappear, Max, a yellow
Labrador Retriever, begins the search for his family, joined
by friends Rocky and Gizmo. A thrilling adventure tale of
three unlikely friends on an epic quest to find their people
and bring them home. Ages 8+

Iron Hearted Violet by Kelly Barnhill (Little Brown)
Princess Violet is the complete opposite of most fairy tale
princesses—plain, adventurous, and possibly too clever for
her own good. One day while exploring her castle, Violet and
her best friend stumble on a hidden passage leading to a
secret room that houses a peculiar book that tells a long-for-
bidden story. Ages 8+

Infinity Ring (Book 1: A Mutiny in Time)
by James Dashner (Scholastic)
Time has gone wrong, and best friends Dak and Sera, togeth-
er with the young historian Riq, must use the infinity ring to
travel back to one of the Great Breaks—a mutiny on the
Santa Maria—to correct history and defeat the mysterious
evil power, SQ. Ages 8+

Keeping Safe the Stars by Sheila O’Connor (Putnam)
When her grandfather goes to the hospital, 13-year-old Pride
must care for her younger siblings in their Minnesota cabin.
Her grandfather has taught her to be resourceful but she
cannot do it on her own. And a secret from his past turns out
to be just the help they all need. Ages 10+

The Templeton Twins Have an Idea
by Ellis Weiner (Chronicle)
Abigail and John—the Templeton Twins—and their dog
Cassie foil a pair of inept kidnappers intent on stealing one
of their father’s newest inventions. Anyone with a sly sense
of humor is sure to love this book. Ages 8+

Jepp Who Defied the Stars
by Katherine Marsh (Hyperion)
Jepp, a teenage dwarf living in 16th centu-
ry Europe, is an extraordinary hero in this
fast paced story rich in historical detail.
This is my favorite book on the list because
of Jepp—smart, funny, brave and willing
to risk it all to answer the questions of his
past. Ages 12+

The Paladin Prophecy (Paladin Prophecy #1)
by Mark Frost (Random House)
Readers of I Am Number Four, The Maze Runner, and Legend
will love the unique combination of mystery, heart pounding
action, and the supernatural in this exciting new adventure
series by the co-creator of the groundbreaking TV show Twin
Peaks. Ages 12+
Dead Cat Bounce by Nic Bennett (Penguin)
Sixteen-year old Jonah goes to work one day with his father,
a financial trader, and gets caught up in the world’s greatest
financial conspiracy in this fast paced thriller. Ages 14+
Venom by Fiona Paul (Penguin)
Someone is killing young courtesans in Renaissance Vienna,
and contessa Cassandra might be next! Can she and her new
artist friend, Falco, find the killer before it is too late? 
Ages 12+ 
Origin by Jessica Khoury (Penguin)
Deep in the Amazon rainforest, in a secret compound, scien-
tists have created one immortal person—Pia. Her destiny is
set—until she sneaks out and meets Eio, an indigenous boy,
and begins to question both her past and her future. Ages 12+
Carnival of Souls by Melissa Marr (HarperCollins)
Three teens are swept up in a centuries-long war between
daimons and witches, and their fate in the Carnival of Souls
is in their hands alone. Great for fans of The Hunger Games!
Ages 13+
The Innocents by Lili Peloquin (Penguin)
Nothing has ever come between sisters Alice and Charlie
until they move to Serenity Point, where family secrets, rich
new friends, and a new stepfather threaten to tear them
apart. Ages 12+

Unspoken: A Story from the
Underground Railroad
by Henry Cole (Scholastic)

A young girl’s courage is tested in this haunting, wordless
story. When a farm girl discovers a runaway slave hiding in the
barn, she is at once startled and frightened. But the stranger’s
fearful eyes weigh upon her conscience, and she must make a
difficult choice. Will she have the courage to help him?

The Land of Neverbelieve by Norman Messenger
(Candlewick)
Explore the Land of Neverbelieve in these lush, vibrantly
illustrated pages. Meet the island’s gentle, doll-like inhabi-
tants. Discover its boggling collection of trees, and be certain
to visit Book Mountain, which whispers stories at bedtime.
Investigating the Land of Neverbelieve is a fantastical adven-
ture for imaginative young readers everywhere. 
How People Lived by Jim Pipe (Dorling Kindersley)
Following the huge success of A Street through Time, this is an
entertaining journey that follows the history of humans.
Through stunning artwork, readers can follow the early
migration routes of humans, take in the wonders of the
Mayans and ancient Egypt, witness the colonists settling in
America, and enjoy other marvels from the past.

Eagle Harbor Book Company’s Annual Holiday Gift List for Kids!
Continuing one of our most cherished Holiday traditions, Alison, our peerless Children’s Buyer, has gathered a list, arranged 

by age group, of sure-fire recommendations for the Holiday Season. Check out our display of these fabulous books!

Baby & Toddler

Ages 4-8

Ages 8-12

Teens

For Adults & Kids
to Share


